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Response to Reviewer #1 1 

We thank the reviewer for the objective evaluation of our work. Below, we give our 2 

detailed responses to each of the concerns raised by the reviewer. Reviewer's comments are 3 

in regular font and our replies are in bold font.  4 

General Comments 5 

The paper of Kumar et al. investigate the relative contribution of black carbon (BC) from 6 

different emission sources, sectors and regions to total surface BC concentrations in South Asia 7 

and surrounding regions. This is done with WRF-Chem model, evaluated by information from 8 

ICARB campaign. While the authors address the topics listed in the paper, it is not immediately 9 

clear how significant the results actually are. 10 

First, surface BC concentrations in source regions are closely related to the emissions. The 11 

relative contributions from different emissions sources and sectors could be inferred by the 12 

emissions inventories. It would be helpful if the authors also provide relative contribution from 13 

different sources and sectors to total emissions and give a discussion if there exists large 14 

difference when compared with current model results. 15 

The reviewer brings up an excellent point to discuss whether the emission sources and 16 

sectors have the same contribution to the total BC emissions as the BC concentration 17 

categorized by different sources and sectors. These different sources and sectors 18 

contributing to surface BC concentrations in a region will be similar to their contribution 19 

to BC emissions only if transport processes are insignificant. We have shown in section 4.3 20 

that regional transport plays an important role in distributing anthropogenic BC emissions 21 

over the model domain. To examine further how transport processes can affect the 22 

relationship between BC emissions and surface mass concentrations, we compare the 23 

contributions of anthropogenic and biomass burning emissions to the total BC emissions as 24 

well as to the surface BC mass concentrations in different regions of South Asia. We 25 

estimate that anthropogenic emissions contribute about 90%, 90%, 45%, 75% and 3% to 26 

the total BC emissions in North, West, East and South India, and Burma respectively, 27 

while their contributions to surface BC mass concentrations are 93%, 95%, 69%, 90% and 28 

18%, respectively. Similarly, the biomass burning emissions contribute about 10%, 10%, 29 

55%, 25% and 97% of the total BC emission in North, West, East and South India, and 30 

Burma respectively, while the contributions of biomass burning emissions to the surface 31 

BC mass concentrations in these regions are 4%, 3%, 30%, 8% and 81% respectively. The 32 

sources located outside the model domain are the remaining contribution (less than 3%) in 33 

these regions. These results show that surface BC concentrations cannot be inferred 34 

directly from the emission inventories.  35 

We further examine the contributions of residential, industrial, transport and power 36 

generation sectors to total anthropogenic emissions as well as to the surface anthropogenic 37 
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BC mass concentrations in North, West, East and South India, and Burma (Table R1). It is 38 

interesting to note that the contribution of BC emissions from different sectors to the total 39 

anthropogenic BC emissions as well as to the surface anthropogenic BC mass concentration 40 

are very similar in North, West, East and South India despite a significant contribution (up 41 

to 25%) of regional transport to surface total anthropogenic BC mass concentration in 42 

these regions (see Table 3 of the manuscript). This is likely because of the fact that these 43 

geographical regions do not differ significantly in terms of the relative contribution of 44 

different sectors to total anthropogenic BC emissions, and these relative contributions are 45 

maintained during transport of BC from one region to the other. 46 

Table R1: Percent contributions of residential (RES), industrial (IND), transport (TRA) and 47 

power generation (POW) sectors to the total anthropogenic emissions and to the surface 48 

anthropogenic BC mass concentrations in North (NI), West (WI), East (EI) and South India 49 

(SI), and Burma (BR).  50 

Region Percent contribution to 

anthropogenic BC emissions 

 Percent contribution to surface 

anthropogenic BC mass concentration 

 RES IND TRA POW  RES IND TRA POW 

NI 62 23 14 1  62 22 15 1 

WI 56 33 11 1  55 33 12 1 

EI 70 19 10 1  68 20 11 1 

SI 64 23 12 1  61 26 12 1 

BR 79 3 18 1  69 17 14 1 

 51 

In contrast, Burma is different from the Indian regions as contributions of different sectors 52 

to total anthropogenic BC emissions and to the surface anthropogenic BC mass 53 

concentrations are not similar. The percent contributions of different sectors to the surface 54 

anthropogenic BC mass concentrations in Burma are more similar to the Indian regions, 55 

i.e. the highest contribution is from the residential sector followed by the industrial and 56 

transport sectors. This is likely because of the fact that regional transport of BC from the 57 

Indian regions is the main source (71%) of surface anthropogenic BC mass concentrations 58 

in Burma (see Table 3 of the manuscript) and anthropogenic BC emissions in India are 59 

much stronger compared to Burma (see Figure 1 of the manuscript). These results show 60 

that it is important to account for the contribution of regional transport while relating 61 

surface BC concentrations to emissions but the relationship between surface BC 62 

concentrations and local emissions may be preserved if emissions in the source region are 63 

weaker compared to the receptor region and relative contributions of different sectors to 64 

total emissions are similar in the source and receptor regions. These results have been 65 

included in Section 4.3 of the revised manuscript.  66 

Second, this study investigates the relative contribution of local versus regional anthropogenic 67 

sources. It is confusion why the authors do not provide any information about the meteorology 68 
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and its implication for regional transport. How will the Indian Monsoon current affect the 69 

results? What is the meteorological condition during the modeling period (Mar-May) compared 70 

with other seasons? 71 

Our previous studies have provided a detailed description of the meteorological conditions 72 

during the ICARB period (Nair et al., 2008) and comparison of March-May meteorology 73 

with other seasons (Kumar et al., 2012a) and we did not want to repeat that information 74 

here. However, we have added the following brief description of meteorological conditions 75 

in Section 2 of the revised manuscript. “The meteorological conditions prevailing during 76 

the ICARB comprised mainly of calm synoptic conditions with weak winds, clear skies and 77 

absence of precipitation (except for 9 April). The ship did not face any major weather 78 

system or cyclonic depression during the whole campaign. Analysis of synoptic scale wind 79 

patterns showed the presence of weak westerly winds in the northern BoB associated with a 80 

low-level anticyclonic circulation centered at (88
o
E, 15

o
N), and weak easterly winds south 81 

of 12
o
N in the BoB. During the AS segment of the campaign, the synoptic winds were 82 

strong westerlies in the northern AS, which turned sharply to northerlies close to the 83 

peninsular India due to the presence of a strong anticyclone centered at (60
o
E, 16

o
N).” 84 

We agree that the seasonal change in regional meteorology will affect the regional 85 

transport making the results presented in this paper applicable to only the March-May 86 

time frame. We have since conducted a yearlong simulation of BC over South Asia. These 87 

results are presented in a separate paper (Kumar et al., 2015) in order to evaluate whether 88 

WRF-Chem could adequately represent the BC seasonal cycle. Regarding the impact of 89 

Indian monsoon currents on the results, we find that the contribution of regional transport 90 

to anthropogenic BC loadings does not change seasonally in the West and East India; 91 

however there is a clear seasonality of regional BC transport in South and North India. The 92 

regional transport makes a small contribution to anthropogenic BC loading in South India 93 

during the monsoon season (June-September), while it is small in north India outside the 94 

monsoon season. Further details are presented in Kumar et al. (2015).     95 

Last, the increasing trend of emissions in South Asia (also mentioned in the paper) is of great 96 

concern. This study is done for the year 2006. Could the results be used to extrapolate the 97 

situation in more recent years? 98 

We conducted the simulations for the year 2006 to utilize the high resolution ICARB data 99 

for evaluating the model’s ability in simulating observed BC over South Asia. However, the 100 

yearlong simulations referred to above were conducted for the year 2011 and we can gain 101 

some insight into how changes in emissions between the two simulations affect the source 102 

contribution analysis by comparing the 2006 simulation with the 2011 simulation. It should 103 

be noted that anthropogenic emissions in these two simulations are taken from two 104 

different emission inventories, SEAC
4
RS + MACCity emissions, which are appropriate for 105 

the 2006 (MACCity shipping emissions and emissions due west of India) to 2012 (SEAC
4
RS 106 
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emissions over rest of the domain) time period, for the 2006 simulation and EDGAR-HTAP 107 

emissions, which are appropriate for the 2010 time period, for the 2011 simulation. (The 108 

EDGAR-HTAP inventory was released after we conducted the 2006 simulation.) Therefore, 109 

differences in anthropogenic emissions between the simulations do not represent temporal 110 

changes in anthropogenic emissions appropriate for the two modeled years. The biomass 111 

burning emissions are based on the Fire Inventory from NCAR (FINN) in both the 112 

simulations and thus differences between the two simulations represent actual changes in 113 

the biomass burning emissions over this region between 2006 and 2011. In comparing the 114 

emissions from the 2006 simulation to the 2011 simulation, the anthropogenic emissions 115 

changed from about 203 Gg to about 201 Gg, while the biomass burning emissions changed 116 

from about 327 Gg to 285 Gg for the ICARB period (18 March-11 May). Consequently, the 117 

contribution of BC-ANT, BC-BB and BC-BDY to the total surface BC concentrations in 118 

the 2011 simulation are estimated as 65%, 28% and 7% respectively, while the 119 

corresponding contributions in the 2006 simulations are 60%, 37% and 3% respectively. 120 

This comparison shows that changes in the strength of emission sources can potentially 121 

affect the source contribution analysis, but differences in meteorology between the two 122 

years can also play a role. Thus, multi-year simulations accounting for temporal variability 123 

in the strength of different emission sources and variability in meteorology must be 124 

conducted before these results can be applied to design BC mitigation strategies in South 125 

Asia. This information is included in the Summary section of the revised manuscript.  126 

In summary, this paper is generally well written. It describes what they did and is easy to follow 127 

along. It is worthy of publication in ACP subject to addressing these and specific comments 128 

below. 129 

We thank the reviewer for the positive recommendation 130 

Specific Comments 131 

p. 30729, line 25 – p. 30730, line 9, there are more recent studies (e.g. Wang et al., 2014, Global 132 

budget and radiative forcing of black carbon aerosol: Constraints from pole-to-pole (HIPPO) 133 

observations across the Pacific and Hodnebrog et al., 2014, How shorter black carbon lifetime 134 

alters its climate effect) suggesting shorter lifetime of BC (around 4 days rather than one week), 135 

which reduces the direct aerosol effect closer to the lower range of AeroCom Phase II models. 136 

Thanks. These studies are cited in the revised version.  137 

p. 30731, line 17, what is “BoB” And “AS” 138 

They represent the Bay of Bengal and the Arabian Sea, and are spelled out in the revised 139 

version.  140 
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p. 30733, line 17-21, does the emission inventory account for the seasonality in emissions? How 141 

is emission during Mar-May compared with other seasons? 142 

The SEAC4RS-MACCity emission inventory does not have a seasonal variation. If one 143 

examines the recently released EDGAR emission inventory 144 

(http://edgar.jrc.ec.europa.eu/htap_v2/index.php?SECURE=123) there is not a significant 145 

seasonality in BC emissions. 146 

p. 30736, line 6-7, What is the possible reason for the large differences seen in the northern 147 

coastal BoB? There is also large difference in the southern costal of BoB in Figure 4, any 148 

explanation? 149 

The time series of BC source tracers shown in Figure 3b provides insight into possible 150 

cause for these larger differences. The ship was sailing in the northern coastal BoB during 151 

18-21 March 2006 and in the southern coastal BoB during 10-13 April 2006. According to 152 

our analysis (Figure 3b), anthropogenic emissions were the main source of BC during both 153 

of these periods. Thus, uncertainty in BC emissions from anthropogenic sources is likely 154 

responsible for these larger differences. Further analysis of region-specific tracers of BC 155 

showed that these sources were located in East and South India.  156 

p. 30738, line 27 – p. 30739, line 2, there is eastward increase due north of 13◦N of BoB in BC-157 

ANT concentrations (not affected by biomass burning) from Figure 5e, any explanation? 158 

The eastward increase in BC-ANT mass concentrations due north of 13
o
N in the BoB is due 159 

to outflow of pollutants from the eastern Indo-Gangetic Plain which enters into the 160 

northern BoB through Kolkata and Bangladesh (see Figure 6).  161 

p. 30739, line 28-29, it is hard to tell from the figure that southern parts of the AS have higher 162 

contribution of transport sector than the northern parts. 163 

We agree and have rephrased this part.  164 

p. 30754, the yellow lines for the ship tracks are hard to see in the figure. 165 

Sorry about this. We have increased the thickness of the yellow line and changed its style 166 

from solid to dashed line so that it can now be distinguished from the boundaries of the 167 

defined geographical regions.  168 

  169 

http://edgar.jrc.ec.europa.eu/htap_v2/index.php?SECURE=123
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Response to Reviewer #2 170 

We thank the reviewer for the evaluation of our work. Below we give a detailed response to 171 

each of the concerns raised by the reviewer. Reviewer's comments are in regular font and 172 

our replies are in bold font.  173 

This manuscript examines black carbon (BC) aerosol concentration in South Asia and 174 

contributions from different sectors during the three-month ICARB campaign period. They find 175 

that anthropogenic and biomass burning emissions contribute to 70% and 28% of the BC surface 176 

concentration on average, and the residential and industrial sectors are major anthropogenic 177 

sources in most of the region. In addition, the long range transport contributes up to 30% of BC 178 

in eastern and western India. The model experiment is well designed and the model results are 179 

evaluated with observations available. The manuscript is organized in a clear structure and reads 180 

well. 181 

We appreciate the summary evaluation 182 

However, overall it does not offer much new insights. The authors may attempt to provide a 183 

more quantitative breakdown of contributions by different emission sectors to BC surface 184 

concentrations over this region. With only three-month simulations, as noted by the authors, I am 185 

not sure that it is very useful for that matter, because there are large temporal variations in 186 

aerosol emissions and regional meteorology that could affect the distribution and transport of 187 

aerosols in this region. I strongly recommend for longer-term simulations for at least a year, and 188 

seasonal analysis is needed. In particular for insights on developing mitigation strategies, 189 

multiple –year trend analysis of emission sector changes and meteorology changes may be 190 

needed.  191 

This study offers three new insights. First, the performance of WRF-Chem model in 192 

reproducing the observed distribution of BC over the Bay of Bengal and the Arabian Sea 193 

has been validated and thus provides confidence in using the model for future studies over 194 

this region, where some of the earlier models have under-performed. Second, it provides 195 

answer to the question of why aerosol loading in the Bay of Bengal is much higher 196 

compared to the Arabian Sea as we have shown that the Bay of Bengal is affected by 197 

outflow from regions with stronger anthropogenic emissions. It is important to address this 198 

aspect because the stronger aerosol radiative forcing over the Bay of Bengal has been 199 

suggested to potentially perturb the monsoonal circulation and rainfall over South Asia 200 

[Bollasina et al., 2013]. Third, we have quantified the contribution of different emission 201 

sources to BC mass concentrations over South Asian region and have shown that BC mass 202 

concentrations in different regions of South Asia cannot be inferred directly from only the 203 

emission inventories, as regional transport can significantly perturb the relationship 204 

between BC emissions and surface BC mass concentration. These objectives are now 205 

highlighted in the revised manuscript.  206 
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We agree with the reviewer that we need long-term simulations to account for seasonal 207 

changes of aerosol emissions and meteorology for source contribution analysis and we have 208 

noted this requirement in summary of the revised manuscript. However, to understand the 209 

effect of seasonal changes in BC emissions and meteorology on the source contribution 210 

analysis, we recently conducted a high resolution (10 km) year-long simulation of BC for 211 

the year 2011. We performed a detailed evaluation of the model’s ability in simulating the 212 

seasonal cycle of BC over South Asia, examined relative importance of seasonal changes in 213 

emissions and meteorology in controlling BC seasonality and analyzed seasonal changes in 214 

the source contributions and regional transport of BC over this region. However, including 215 

the year-long analysis would be too much to be added to the current paper but instead is 216 

presented in a separate paper (Kumar et al., 2015). The main conclusions of that paper are: 217 

(i) WRF-Chem is able to reproduce seasonal cycle of BC over most parts of India; (ii) 218 

seasonal cycle of BC in India is controlled mainly by seasonal changes in meteorology; (iii) 219 

anthropogenic sources provide most of the BC over India throughout the year and (iv) 220 

regional transport remains a key process throughout the year, however, source-receptor 221 

relationships change with season.   222 

Another concern is that all the attribution analysis seems to be done for the surface 223 

concentrations of BC only. The importance of understanding surface BC distribution is not 224 

discussed. Radiative effects of BC are important, but they depend on other BC properties as well, 225 

such as vertical distribution, particle size, mixing state, which are not discussed in the paper. It 226 

looks like a solid evaluation of BC surface concentrations simulated by WRF-Chem but falls 227 

short of scientific focus. 228 

The analysis was restricted to the surface concentrations, to put our results in context of 229 

the air quality. We agree that it is important to examine radiative effects of BC, for which 230 

the vertical distribution, mixing state etc are also important; however, we did not want to 231 

jump straight to such calculations without further evaluating the model’s ability to 232 

simulate aerosol chemical composition and optical properties. To this end, another study is 233 

in progress, which is using ICARB observations and aerosol optical depth retrievals from 234 

AERONET and different satellites (MODIS, MISR and SeaWiFS) to evaluate WRF-Chem 235 

simulated aerosol chemical composition and optical properties. After building sufficient 236 

confidence in the model’s representation of aerosol optical properties, we will examine the 237 

radiative effects of BC as well as other aerosols. 238 

Minor comments: 239 

1. Page 30729, Line 7: first-time use of SD. It needs to be spelt out; 240 

We have spelled it out.  241 

2. Line 13: “70%”; 242 

Changed.  243 

3. Line 18: “the southern Peninsula”; 244 

Changed. 245 
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4. Line 19: “contributes” 246 

Changed. 247 

5. Page 30730, lines 6-7: “wet or dry deposition at the surface” reads like wet deposition at the 248 

surface? 249 

The sentence has been split into the following two sentences. “BC has very low chemical 250 

reactivity in the atmosphere and is removed primarily by the wet and dry depositions at 251 

the surface. However, the wet deposition represents 70-85% of the global total loss”.  252 

6. Line 10: “variations” 253 

Changed. 254 

7. Line 13: “emissions” 255 

Changed. 256 

8. Line 19: do you mean, atmospheric heating over the elevated Himalayas? 257 

Yes. The sentence has been revised.  258 

9. Page 30731, Line 17: first-time use of “BoB”, and “AS”. It needs to be spelt out; 259 

Changed.  260 

10. Page 30732, line 2: ad “geographical” before “distribution” 261 

Added. 262 

11. Page 30735, line 13: why “20 January 2011” 263 

Sorry about this. We meant 18 March 2006, the start date of the campaign. This is changed 264 

now.  265 

12. Page 30736, line 6: “SD” of observation or model results? 266 

We meant SD of measurements. This line has been rewritten now.  267 

13. Line 7: add “of model results” after SD 268 

Added. 269 

14. Page 30737, line 8: “distributions” 270 

Changed. 271 

15. Line 9: add “at” before “high altitude cleaner sites” 272 

Added. 273 

16. Line 10: replace “like right” with “reasonable” 274 

Changed. 275 

 276 
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Other Changes in the Manuscript 284 

The mapping of anthropogenic emissions from the raw emission files to the WRF-Chem 285 

domain was based on a nearest-neighbor algorithm in this study. While analyzing the 286 

model results further in response to the reviewer’s comments, we found that this mapping 287 

has led to an overestimation of anthropogenic emission in the WRF-Chem domain 288 

compared to the original emission inventory. The total anthropogenic emissions mapped on 289 

the WRF-Chem using the nearest neighbor algorithm were 229 Gg for South Asia while 290 

they were 203 Gg in the original inventory. Further, we found that our mapping resulted in 291 

about 10% error in the mapping of emissions from different sectors. For example, the 292 

contribution of residential sector to the total anthropogenic emissions in South Asia is 62% 293 

in the original emission inventory but it reduced to 51% after our mapping. 294 

After the original submission, our group has developed a mass conserving emission 295 

preprocessor to map emission data from the raw files to the WRF-Chem domain. 296 

Therefore, we decided to run our simulations again with anthropogenic emissions prepared 297 

using the mass conserving emission preprocessing. The spatial distributions of BC 298 

anthropogenic emission rates mapped over the model domain using the nearest neighbor 299 

methodology and the mass conserving emission preprocessor are very similar but there are 300 

some differences (Figure R1).  301 

 302 

Figure R1: Spatial distribution of anthropogenic BC emissions mapped over the WRF-Chem 303 

domain using the nearest neighbor and mass conserving approach. The absolute difference 304 

between the BC emission rates is also shown.  305 

This change did not affect the conclusions drawn from this study but affects the magnitude 306 

of numbers presented in the manuscript. All the numbers in the manuscript along with 307 

Tables and Figures are corrected for the new results.  308 
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We have also included Z. Lu and D. G. Streets as co-authors in the revised version 309 

considering their efforts in preparing the SEAC
4
RS emission inventory.   310 
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Abstract 332 

This study examines differences in the surface black carbon (BC) aerosol loading between the 333 

Bay of Bengal (BoB) and the Arabian Sea (AS), and identifies dominant sources of BC in South 334 

Asia and surrounding regions during March-May 2006 (Integrated Campaign for Aerosols, 335 

Gases and Radiation Budget, ICARB) period. A total of 13 BC tracers are introduced in the 336 

Weather Research and Forecasting Model coupled with Chemistry to address these objectives. 337 

The model reproduced the temporal and spatial variability of BC distribution observed over the 338 

AS and the BoB during the ICARB ship-cruise, and captured spatial variability at the inland 339 

sites. In general, the model underestimates the observed BC mass concentrations. However, the 340 

model-observation discrepancy in this study is smaller compared to previous studies. Model 341 

results show that ICARB measurements were fairly well representative of the Arabian Sea and 342 

the Bay of Bengal during the pre-monsoon season. Elevated BC mass concentrations in the BoB 343 

are due to five times stronger influence of anthropogenic emissions on the BoB compared to the 344 

AS. Biomass burning in Burma also affects the BoB much more strongly than the AS. Results 345 

show that anthropogenic and biomass burning emissions, respectively, accounted for 60% and 346 

37% of the average ± standard deviation (representing spatial and temporal variability) BC mass 347 

concentration (1341±2353 ng m
-3

) in South Asia. BC emissions from residential (61%) and 348 

industrial (23%) sectors are the major anthropogenic sources, except in the Himalayas where 349 

vehicular emissions dominate. We find that regional-scale transport of anthropogenic emissions 350 

contributes up to 25% of BC mass concentrations in western and eastern India, suggesting that 351 

surface BC mass concentrations cannot be linked directly to the local emissions in different 352 

regions of South Asia. 353 
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1. Introduction 389 

Black carbon (BC), a byproduct of incomplete combustion, is a key atmospheric aerosol species 390 

because it contributes largely to the climate forcing (e.g. Ramanathan and Carmichael, 2008; 391 

Wang et al., 2014; Hodnebrog et al., 2014) and, along with other fine particulates, adversely 392 

affects human health (e.g. Dockery and Stone, 2007). BC is emitted from various sources 393 

including industries, motor vehicles, power plants, residential solid biofuel burning, and open 394 

biomass burning of forests, savannas and crop residues. The total global emissions of BC aerosol 395 

estimated using bottom-up approaches are 7500 Gg year
-1

 in the year 2000 with an uncertainty 396 

range of 2000 to 29000 (Bond et al., 2013). BC has very low chemical reactivity in the 397 

atmosphere and is removed primarily by the wet and dry depositions at the surface. However, the 398 

wet deposition represents 70-85% of the global total loss (Pöschl, 2005). The average 399 

atmospheric lifetime of BC is estimated to be about a week (Bond et al., 2013) enabling BC 400 

aerosols to undergo regional and intercontinental transport.   401 

 402 

Different emission sources of BC show strong regional variations (Lawrence and Lelieveld, 403 

2010; Lu et al., 2011; Bond et al., 2013) and South Asia with its large population density 404 

involved in a wide range of human activities is considered to be one of the hotspots of BC 405 

emissions (Bond et al., 2007). In addition, different emission inventories show an increasing 406 

trend in BC emissions over South Asia (Granier et al., 2011). Large emissions of BC in South 407 

Asia lead to BC-induced radiative perturbation which is significantly higher than the globally 408 

averaged estimates (Babu et al., 2004; Ramanathan and Carmichael, 2008). Model estimates 409 

show that this forcing has the potential to affect the Asian Summer Monsoon (Ramanathan et al., 410 

2005; Lau et al., 2006) and Himalayan glaciers (e.g. Menon et al., 2010; Yasunari et al., 2010).  411 
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 419 

Many efforts have been made to measure BC mass concentration, document its diurnal, seasonal 420 

and spectral (absorption) characteristics and estimate local scale BC-induced radiative 421 

perturbation in a wide range of atmospheric conditions (urban, rural, marine and high altitude 422 

mountains) in South Asia (e.g. Satheesh and Ramanathan, 2000; Babu et al., 2004; Beegum et 423 

al., 2009; Gustafsson et al., 2009; Nair et al., 2008, 2013; Marrapu et al., 2014). The regional and 424 

global scale radiative impacts of BC and other short-lived pollutants emitted from different 425 

sectors have also been estimated in some global modeling studies (e.g. Reddy et al., 2005; Unger 426 

et al., 2009, 2010; Verma et al., 2011). However, the relative contributions of different emission 427 

sources to atmospheric BC mass concentrations are still unknown for South Asia except for the 428 

Delhi region, where the majority of the atmospheric BC is attributed to emissions from 429 

transportation (~59%) and domestic (~32%) sectors (Marrapu et al., 2014).  430 

 431 

Chemical transport models serve as our primary tool for establishing the relation between the 432 

amount of a species emitted and its atmospheric concentration. However, a detailed evaluation of 433 

such models is required before conducting such an analysis. In this study, we first evaluate the 434 

performance of the Weather Research and Forecasting Model (Skamarock et al., 2008) coupled 435 

with Chemistry (WRF-Chem) (Grell et al., 2005; Fast et al., 2006) using high resolution BC 436 

measurements made as a part of the Integrated Campaign for Aerosols, Gases and Radiation 437 

Budget (ICARB) (Moorthy et al., 2008). The evaluation exercise also provides confidence in 438 

using the model for future studies. The evaluated WRF-Chem configuration is then used to 439 

answer the following two questions: (a) why is aerosol loading higher over the Bay of Bengal 440 

compared to the Arabian Sea? and (b) what were the most important sources of surface BC 441 
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aerosols in South Asia during the ICARB? It is important to answer the first question because the 443 

stronger aerosol radiative forcing over the Bay of Bengal has been suggested to affect the 444 

monsoonal circulation and rainfall over South Asia (Bollasina et al., 2013). The answer to the 445 

second question has implications for improving air quality in South Asia but we need to extend 446 

this analysis to at least one complete year to account for seasonal changes in the aerosol 447 

emissions and meteorology. This study focuses only on the ICARB period. Source contribution 448 

analysis for a complete year is discussed in a separate paper (Kumar et al., 2015). To answer the 449 

above questions, we introduce source, sector and region specific BC tracers in WRF-Chem.   450 

 451 

We begin with a description of ICARB observations, WRF-Chem configuration and 452 

implementation of BC tracers in the WRF-Chem. In the Results section, we first evaluate the 453 

model performance and then quantify the contribution of different emission sources and sectors 454 

to total BC loading and demonstrate the importance of regional transport in distribution of BC in 455 

the atmosphere of South Asia.    456 

 457 

2. Experimental Design 458 

We use version 3.5.1 of the WRF-Chem model to simulate the geographical distribution of BC in 459 

South Asia and surrounding regions. Recently, we set-up WRF-Chem over South Asia and 460 

demonstrated that WRF-Chem is able to capture observed variations in meteorology (Kumar et 461 

al., 2012a), gas-phase chemistry (Kumar et al., 2012b; 2013) and dust aerosols (Kumar et al., 462 

2014a, 2014b) over South Asia. However, the model’s ability to simulate BC in South Asia and 463 

surrounding regions has not been tested so far. In this study, we attempt to fill this gap by 464 

comparing WRF-Chem simulated BC with extensive measurements of BC made over the Bay of 465 
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Bengal (BoB) and the Arabian Sea (AS) during 18 March-11 May 2006 during ICARB (see 499 

Figure 1 for ship-track) (Moorthy et al., 2008), and average BC values reported at 12 inland 500 

stations in the model domain. ICARB was an integrated multi-instrument, multi-platform field 501 

campaign and provided extensive co-located measurements of several aerosol parameters and 502 

trace gases over the Bay of Bengal, northern Indian Ocean and the Arabian Sea. ICARB 503 

observations revealed large spatio-temporal heterogeneities in several aerosol parameters 504 

including the BC mass concentrations and trace gases over the oceanic regions around India 505 

(Moorthy et al., 2008; Nair et al., 2008; Srivastava et al., 2012). 506 

 507 

During the ocean segment of ICARB, a special laboratory was configured at the top deck of the 508 

ship called “Sagar Kanya” and ambient air was drawn from a height of about 10 m above the 509 

water level into various instruments deployed for measurements of trace gases and aerosols. BC 510 

mass concentrations were measured using an Aethalometer (AE 21 of Magee Scientific) operated 511 

at a time base of 5 min and flow rate of 5 L per minute. The ship sailed in the BoB and the 512 

northern Indian Ocean during 9 March to 13 April 2006 and during 18 April to 11 May in the 513 

AS. The meteorological conditions prevailing during the ICARB were composed mainly of calm 514 

synoptic conditions with weak winds, clear skies and absence of precipitation (except for 9 515 

April). The ship did not face any major weather system or cyclonic depression during the whole 516 

campaign. Analysis of synoptic scale wind patterns showed the presence of weak westerly winds 517 

in the northern BoB associated with a low-level anticyclonic circulation centered at (88
o
E, 518 

15
o
N), and weak easterly winds prevailed south of 12

o
N in the BoB. During the AS segment of 519 

the campaign, the synoptic winds were strong westerlies in the northern AS, which turned 520 

sharply to northerlies close to the peninsular India due to presence of a strong anticyclone at 521 
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(60
o
E, 16

o
N). Further details of the ship-cruise track, measurement set-up, uncertainties, quality 524 

control and analysis of BC measurements, and meteorological conditions during ICARB are 525 

discussed in Nair et al. (2008).  526 

 527 

In addition, we use average BC values reported for March to May at 12 stations in the model 528 

domain (Table 1). These stations are located in a wide range of chemical environments with 529 

Delhi, Kanpur, Kharagpur and Dibrugarh representing urban/semi-urban sites, Lhasa 530 

representing a high altitude urban site, Trivandrum representing a coastal semi-urban site, 531 

Nainital, Nagarkot, Langtang and Nepal Climate Observatory – Pyramid (NCO-P) representing 532 

high altitude cleaner sites, and Minicoy and Port-Blair representing island sites, respectively. 533 

 534 

The WRF-Chem domain covers South Asia and surrounding oceanic regions with a horizontal 535 

grid spacing of 36 km (Figure 1) and 35 levels from surface to 10 hPa. Aerosol processes are 536 

represented by the Model for Simulating Aerosol Interactions and Chemistry (MOSAIC, Zaveri 537 

et al., (2008)) using 4 size bins. MOSAIC treats black carbon as internally mixed with other 538 

major aerosol species including sulfate, nitrate, organic carbon, liquid water, methanesulfonate, 539 

chloride, carbonate, ammonium, sodium, calcium, and other inorganics (including dust) within 540 

each size bin. The aerosol particles are considered as hydrophilic and can activate to form cloud 541 

droplets. Aerosol particles are subjected to both dry and wet deposition (in- and below- cloud 542 

scavenging) where the dry deposition module follows Binkowski and Shankar (1995) and wet 543 

deposition module follows Easter et al. (2004). Wet deposition represents the major loss (~84%) 544 

process for BC in our model domain. The gas-phase chemistry is represented by Model for 545 

Ozone and Related Tracers (MOZART) chemical mechanism (Emmons et al., 2010; Knote et al., 546 
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2014). Initial and lateral boundary conditions for meteorological and chemical fields are obtained 548 

from 6-hourly NCEP Final Analysis Fields and MOZART-4 results (Emmons et al., 2010) 549 

respectively. Analysis nudging is applied to horizontal winds, moisture and temperature above 550 

the planetary boundary layer with a nudging coefficient of 3 x 10
-4

s
-1

.  551 

 552 

Anthropogenic emissions of BC and other trace species in India and regions due east of India are 553 

taken from the Southeast Asia Composition, Clouds and Climate Coupling by Regional Study 554 

(SEAC
4
RS) emissions inventory (Lu and Streets, 2012), while those in the regions due west of 555 

India and the shipping emissions are taken from MACCity emission inventory (Granier et al., 556 

2011). The spatial distribution of anthropogenic BC emissions is shown in Figure 1 and shows 557 

highest values over the Indo-Gangetic Plain. The total annual anthropogenic BC emissions in this 558 

combined (SEAC
4
RS+MACCity) emission inventory for South Asia (60

o
-100

o
E, 5

o
-37

o
N) are 559 

estimated as ~1195 Gg/year. These emission estimates are comparable to other regional 560 

inventories such as System for Air quality Forecasting And Research-India (SAFAR-India: 561 

~1110 Gg/year) and Regional Emission Inventory for Asia (REAS: ~1170 Gg/year) but are 562 

significantly higher compared to Intercontinental chemical Transport Experiment Phase B 563 

inventory (INTEX-B: ~550 Gg/year). Note that SAFAR-India does not provide emissions 564 

outside India. Biomass burning emissions of trace gases and aerosols are obtained from the Fire 565 

Inventory from NCAR (Wiedinmyer et al., 2011) and are distributed in the model vertically 566 

following the online plume-rise module (Freitas et al., 2007). For the nearly two-month ICARB 567 

period (18 March–11 May 2006), total South Asian biomass burning emissions (327 Gg) of BC 568 

are higher than the total anthropogenic emissions (203 Gg) but ~80% of the biomass burning 569 

activity occurs in Burma (93
o
-100

o
E, 15

o
-30

o
N). Note that biomass burning represents emissions 570 
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only from open fires, while emissions from residential solid bio-fuel burning are included in the 575 

anthropogenic emissions. The parameterization used for other atmospheric processes along with 576 

schemes used for the biogenic and dust emissions are listed in Table 2. 577 

 578 

This study implements 13 BC tracers in the WRF-Chem model to track BC emitted from 579 

different source types, sectors and regions. The tracer approach has been used previously in 580 

WRF-Chem to study the budget of CO in the USA (Pfister et al., 2011; Boynard et al., 2012) and 581 

South Asia (Kumar et al., 2013), but BC tracers are implemented for the first time in the model. 582 

BC tracers are artificial species added to the simulation and experience the same transport, 583 

physical, chemical and loss processes as a standard BC particle. However, the tracers do not 584 

affect the standard model results by modifying the radiation, atmospheric processes and aerosol 585 

properties.  586 

 587 

We account for all sources of BC in the model by tracking BC emitted from anthropogenic (BC-588 

ANT) and biomass burning (BC-BB) sources within the domain, and BC inflow from the lateral 589 

domain boundaries (BC-BDY). The BC-BDY tracer includes the contribution from all BC 590 

emission sources located outside the selected domain and therefore its distribution will provide 591 

information about background BC levels for South Asia. In addition, we track BC emitted from 592 

residential (BC-RES), transport (BC-TRA), industrial (BC-IND) and power-plants (BC-POW) 593 

sectors to estimate the contribution of different sectors to anthropogenic BC loadings. BC 594 

emissions from industrial, power and transportation sectors are mostly due to combustion of 595 

fossil fuels, while those from residential sectors are mostly due to biofuel combustion. 596 

 597 
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Five regional tracers track BC emitted from North, West, East and South India, and Burma 599 

(Figure 1). Anthropogenic emissions of BC from outside these five regions are also tracked 600 

separately and are classified as other regions. The initial and boundary conditions for all BC 601 

tracers are set to zero except boundary conditions for BC-BDY, which are set equal to BC from 602 

MOZART-4. The model simulations started on 15 Feb 2006 at 0000 UTC with a time step of 603 

180 s, and model results are output every hour. The tracers are assumed to be well spun-up when 604 

the sum of BC tracers (BCtrac=BC-ANT+BC-BB+BC-BDY) approaches the total simulated BC. 605 

The time series of the relative difference between domain-wide averaged BC and BCtrac (Figure 606 

2) at the first, 10
th

 and 20
th

 model level shows that the difference rapidly approaches 0% in the 607 

first 15 days of model run and remains close to zero for the rest of the model simulation. Thus, 608 

all tracers are spun up by 18 March 2006.  609 

 610 

3   Model Evaluation 611 

We first examine the ability of WRF-Chem in reproducing the variability and features of the BC 612 

distribution observed over the BoB and the AS during the ICARB campaign (Nair et al., 2008). 613 

The WRF-Chem predicted BC mass concentrations (surface layer) are bi-linearly interpolated to 614 

the ICARB ship track and compared to hourly ICARB BC measurements (Figure 3a). Both the 615 

model and observations show significantly higher BC levels in the BoB as compared to the AS. 616 

The average observed and modeled BC mass concentrations along the ship-track are estimated as 617 

755±734 ng m
-3

 and 561±667 ng m
-3

, respectively. The underestimation of BC by the chemical 618 

transport models has been a common problem in this region as has been shown in several 619 

previous studies (e.g. Nair et al., 2012; Moorthy et al., 2013). However, the ratio of measured to 620 

modeled value (1.3) in our study is closer to the lower end of the range (1.4-9) of the 621 
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corresponding ratios reported for marine sites in the Bay of Bengal and the Arabian Sea 627 

(Moorthy et al., 2013). The differences between WRF-Chem and observations could be related to 628 

the uncertainties in BC emission estimates, model transport and parameterization of aerosol 629 

processes. To evaluate the model’s ability in capturing the spatial variability of BC observed 630 

along the ICARB ship-track, we compare co-located observed and WRF-Chem predicted 631 

latitudinal distribution of BC mass concentrations (Figure 4). Both the model and observed 632 

values are averaged over 1
o
 latitude bins for this comparison. The model successfully captures 633 

the latitudinal gradients of opposite sense in the BoB and AS with both the model and 634 

observations showing an increasing tendency in BC with latitude in the BoB but a decreasing 635 

tendency in the AS. The modeled values generally match within one standard deviation in the 636 

Bay of Bengal and in the southern part of the Arabian Sea, but are much lower north of 10
o
 N in 637 

the Arabian Sea. 638 

 639 

The ICARB observations provide only a snapshot of the BC distribution because the ship was 640 

moving continuously in space and time (Figure 1). Here, we analyze the spatial distribution of 641 

BC mass concentrations averaged over the ICARB period (Figure 5a) to assess the 642 

representativeness of the ICARB ship-borne observations. As for the ship observations, the 643 

average modeled spatial distribution also shows more elevated BC levels in the BoB than the AS 644 

and latitudinal gradient of opposite sense in the BoB and the AS. This consistency of features 645 

deduced from ICARB observations with average model results indicates that ICARB ship-cruise 646 

was fairly well representative of the BoB and the AS during the pre-monsoon season.  647 
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In addition, we assess the model performance over the land by comparing WRF-Chem predicted 666 

BC values with average observed values reported for March to May at 12 stations in the model 667 

domain (Table 1). Average observed and modeled values at these sites range from 0.065 to 12 µg 668 

m
-3

 and 0.32-6.7 µg m
-3

, respectively. Note that the differences between the model and 669 

observations in this study are much smaller than those found in previous studies. Moorthy et al. 670 

(2013) reported that the ratio of measured to modeled (GOCART and CHIMERE) at Delhi, 671 

Kharagpur, Trivandrum, Minicoy, Port-Blair and Nainital ranged between 0.7 to 6 while the 672 

corresponding ratios in our study vary from 0.7 to 2.6. Similarly, Nair et al. (2012) reported a 673 

ratio of 2 to 5 for different sites in India using the RegCM4 model. The largest difference 674 

between model and observations in our study was found at Lhasa (3.5), which could be related to  675 

the limited ability of the model in resolving the subgrid scale variations in the topography and 676 

location of emission sources (roadways, power plants, industries, residential burning etc.) at the 677 

resolution of 36 km
2
. Seungkyu et al. (personal communication) showed that differences between 678 

the modeled and observed BC mass concentration in Kathmandu valley (an environment similar 679 

to Lhasa) can be reduced by a factor of about 4 if the emission sources are appropriately 680 

distributed according to their location as compared to the emissions averaged over grids of 5 681 

km
2
. The differences between our and previous studies could be related to use of both a different 682 

emission inventory and a different chemical transport model.  683 

 684 

The results presented above demonstrate the model’s ability to simulate the BC distribution in 685 

this region although with differences in the modeled and observed BC mass concentrations. The 686 

ability of the model to capture differences in the BC loadings over the BoB and the AS with 687 

better agreement between the model and observations compared to previous studies provides 688 
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confidence in using the model to understand why BC loading over the BoB is higher compared 707 

to the AS, and identifying the most important sources of BC in South Asia.  708 

 709 

4 Results and Discussion 710 

4.1 Differences in BC loading over the BoB and the AS 711 

We first identify the sources affecting the ICARB ship-track by analyzing the time series of BC 712 

source tracers along the ship-track (Figure 3b) to gain insight into the differences in BC loading 713 

over the BoB and the AS. Model results suggest that anthropogenic emissions within the model 714 

domain were the main source of BC observed over both the BoB and the AS during ICARB. 715 

Biomass burning emission sources did not contribute more than 10% except during 5-8 April 716 

2006, when the contribution of biomass burning exceeded 50%. The contribution of BC 717 

transported from the domain boundaries to the total BC mass concentration was less than 10% in 718 

the BoB but was up to 40% in the AS. The BC mass concentration due to anthropogenic (BC-719 

ANT), biomass burning (BC-BB) and boundary (BC-BDY) sources along the ship track in the 720 

BoB are estimated to be 761±668, 113±129 and 33±5 ng m
-3

, respectively, while the 721 

corresponding values in the AS are estimated to be 149±389, 7±6 and 22±12 ng m
-3

, 722 

respectively. These numbers clearly show that higher BC loading in the BoB is a result of a 723 

much stronger influence of anthropogenic emission sources on the BoB compared to the AS. BC 724 

emitted from the biomass burning sources also make a significant contribution in the BoB but 725 

not in the AS.  726 

 727 

To understand the differences in the influence of anthropogenic emissions over the BoB and the 728 

AS, we identify the regions where anthropogenic emission sources affecting the ICARB ship-729 

track are located. Therefore, we analyze the contribution of anthropogenic sources located in 730 
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different regions of the domain to the total anthropogenic BC loading along the ICARB ship-742 

track in the BoB and the AS (Table 3). The ICARB ship-track in the BoB was affected by all 743 

parts of India but the highest contribution is from East India (40%), which is the region of 744 

strongest BC emission in the domain (Figure 1). In contrast, the ICARB ship-track in the AS was 745 

affected mostly by South (~72%) India, where average anthropogenic BC emission rate is about 746 

38% lower compared to East India.  747 

 748 

To examine whether the results derived along the ICARB ship-track are true for the whole BoB 749 

and the AS, we analyze the contribution of different regional emission sources to anthropogenic 750 

BC loading in the whole BoB and the AS (last two rows of Table 3). For the whole BoB, we find 751 

source contributions very similar to what we found along the ship-track i.e. a significant 752 

contribution (>10%) from all parts of India with highest contribution from East India. In contrast, 753 

the source contributions over the whole AS deviate from what we found along the ICARB ship-754 

track. South India remains the most important source region for the whole AS but the 755 

contribution reduces to 35% compared to 72% estimated along the ship-track. The contribution 756 

of West India (32%) is similar to South India for the whole AS and those of North India and 757 

other source regions are more than 10%. The above analysis shows that higher BC loading 758 

observed over the BoB compared to the AS during ICARB is a large-scale feature and results 759 

from a much stronger (about 5 times) influence of anthropogenic and biomass burning sources 760 

over the BoB.  761 

 762 

4.2 Source contribution analysis for South Asia 763 
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To identify the most important sources of BC in South Asia, we analyze the spatial distributions 792 

of percentage contributions of anthropogenic (BC-ANT), biomass burning (BC-BB) and 793 

boundary inflow (BC-BDY) to total BC loadings in the model domain (Figures 5b-5d). Model 794 

results show large spatial variability in average total BC mass concentrations in South Asia with 795 

the highest values (>5000 ng m
-3

) in the Indo-Gangetic Plain region, Mumbai-Pune region and 796 

Burma (93
o
-100

o
E, 15

o
-30

o
N). The BC-ANT distribution shows that anthropogenic emissions 797 

account for 60-95% of the total surface BC over India and in the cleaner regions of the 798 

Himalayas, the BoB and the AS. Elevated BC levels over Burma are mainly (>70%) due to 799 

biomass burning as evident from distribution of BC-BB. Biomass burning also contributes 20-800 

50% of BC loadings in Nepal, eastern India and eastern BoB. The distribution of BC-BDY 801 

shows that emission sources located outside the domain contributes less than 5% to the BC 802 

loading over most parts of India, BoB and Burma, but makes a moderate contribution (up to 803 

25%) in the AS and the Himalayas.  804 

 805 

The spatial distributions of BC source tracers also help us to understand why latitudinal gradients 806 

of opposite sense were observed in the BoB and AS, and why BC showed an eastward increase 807 

due north of 13
o
N in the BoB (Nair et al., 2008). The latitudinal gradients of the opposite sense 808 

were observed in the BoB and the AS because influence of anthropogenic emissions in the BoB 809 

decreased southwards while it increased southwards in the AS (Figure 5b). BC showed an 810 

eastward increase due north of 13
o
N because eastern BoB was affected by both the 811 

anthropogenic and biomass burning sources while western BoB was affected mostly by the 812 

anthropogenic sources (Figures 5b and 5c).   813 
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The average mass concentrations of BC, BC-ANT, BC-BB and BC-BDY in South Asia (60
o
-816 

100
o
E, 5

o
-37

o
N) during the ICARB period are given in Table 4. The contributions of BC-ANT, 817 

BC-BB and BC-BDY to the average total BC mass concentrations are estimated at about 60%, 818 

37% and 3%, respectively. Large standard deviation of the average values reflects large spatial 819 

heterogeneity of BC mass concentrations.  820 

 821 

While it is seen that anthropogenic emissions stand out as the major source of BC in the study 822 

domain in general, we identify the contribution of different sectors (such as residential (RES), 823 

industrial (IND), transportation (TRA), and power generation (POW)) to total anthropogenic BC 824 

loading (Figures 5e-5h). Among the different sectors, residential emissions account for more 825 

than 60% of the anthropogenic BC loading in Nepal, Bangladesh, Burma, Sri Lanka, Pakistan 826 

and Central India, while emissions from industrial sector dominate in some localized regions of 827 

North, West and East India. The dominance of residential biofuel burning sources is consistent 828 

with conclusions from previous studies in this region (e.g. Gustafsson et al., 2009). In the 829 

Himalayan regions, the transport sector (vehicular emissions) contributes 60-90% to the 830 

anthropogenic BC. BC emissions from shipping are included in the transport sector and thus we 831 

see higher contribution of transport sector in the AS compared to the BoB. The contribution of 832 

BC emissions from power plants is estimated to be less than 1% (not shown).  The average mass 833 

concentrations of BC-RES, BC-IND, BC-TRA and BC-POW in South Asia (60
o
-100

o
E, 5

o
-834 

37
o
N) during 18 March-11 May 2006 are given in Table 4. The emissions from residential, 835 

industrial, transport and power plant sectors contribute about 61%, 23%, 15% and 1%, 836 

respectively, to average BC-ANT mass concentrations. These contributions are very similar to 837 

the contributions of residential (62%), industrial (21%), transport (16%) and power plant (1%) 838 
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sectors to total anthropogenic emissions in South Asia indicating that surface BC mass 875 

concentrations are closely related to the emissions. However, we will show in the next section 876 

that such a close relation between surface BC concentrations and emissions does not exist in 877 

different regions of South Asia, because regional transport of BC makes an important 878 

contribution in different South Asian regions.   879 

 880 

4.3  Local vs. regional anthropogenic sources 881 

In this section, we examine whether surface BC mass concentration can also be related directly 882 

to the local BC emissions in different regions of South Asia as we saw for the whole South Asia 883 

in the previous section. To understand this, we first analyze the importance of regional transport 884 

by investigating the spatial distributions of surface BC emitted from anthropogenic sources 885 

located in North, West, East and South India, Burma and other regions averaged over 18 March-886 

11 May 2006 at the surface (Figure 6). Anthropogenic sources in northern India contribute 887 

significantly (more than 100 ng m
-3

) to the surface anthropogenic BC loadings in western and 888 

eastern parts of India, Burma and the BoB, and slightly influence parts of the AS along western 889 

Indian coastline. Northern Indian sources also contribute up to 50 ng m
-3

 in the Himalayan-890 

Tibetan plateau region, but this contribution is smaller than that from other regions (50-200 ng 891 

m
-3

). Analysis of diurnal variations of BC emitted from northern India and vertical wind 892 

component over the Tibetan region (81
o
-90

o
E, 30

o
-35

o
N) showed that transport of BC from 893 

North India to the Tibetan region likely occurs through upslope winds. However, more 894 

observations and fine scale modeling studies are required to lend further confidence in this 895 

process.  896 
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BC emitted by anthropogenic sources in western India contributes significantly to eastern and 907 

southern parts of India but the influence (>50 ng m
-3

) also reaches to the BoB and parts of AS 908 

along western Indian coastline. Anthropogenic sources in eastern India significantly affect BC 909 

loadings in Burma, Bay of Bengal and South India but the influence does not reach the AS. 910 

South Indian anthropogenic sources affect both the BoB and the AS but the influence is higher in 911 

the BoB. Anthropogenic sources located in Burma do not make a significant impact in the BoB 912 

and the AS, while those located in other regions affect the southern parts of the BoB near Sri 913 

Lanka.  914 

 915 

The contributions of BC emitted from different regions of South Asia to the total anthropogenic 916 

BC loadings in the five defined regions of South Asia, the AS and the BoB are summarized in 917 

Table 3. Here, we also quantify the contribution of local and regional sources to the 918 

anthropogenic BC loading in the different regions. The amount of BC due to sources located in a 919 

given region itself (e.g. BC-NI for northern India) is defined as a contribution from local sources, 920 

and BC coming from sources outside this region (e.g. BC-WI + BC-EI + BC-SI + BC-BR + BC-921 

OT for northern India) is defined as contribution from the regional sources. The contribution of 922 

local sources is marked in bold font in Table 3. Local sources account for about 90% of the 923 

anthropogenic BC loading in North and South India, but regional sources contribute up to 30% in 924 

West and 21% in East India. Regional sources make a large contribution of 75% to the 925 

anthropogenic BC loading in Burma. However, it should also be noted that total anthropogenic 926 

BC loading in Burma is much smaller than the BC loading due to local biomass burning (Figure 927 

5b-c).  928 
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The above analyses clearly highlight the importance of regional transport in controlling the 933 

distribution of BC over South Asia. To examine whether regional transport affects the relation 934 

between local emissions and surface BC mass concentrations, we compare the contributions of 935 

anthropogenic and biomass burning emissions to the total BC emissions as well as to the surface 936 

BC mass concentrations in different regions of South Asia. We estimate that anthropogenic 937 

emissions contribute about 90%, 90%, 45%, 75% and 3% to the total BC emissions in North, 938 

West, East and South India, and Burma respectively, while their contributions to surface BC 939 

mass concentrations are 93%, 95%, 69%, 90% and 18%, respectively. Similarly, the biomass 940 

burning emissions contribute about 10%, 10%, 55%, 25% and 97% of the total BC emission in 941 

North, West, East and South India, and Burma respectively, while the contributions of biomass 942 

burning emissions to the surface BC mass concentrations in these regions are 4%, 3%, 30%, 8% 943 

and 81% respectively. The sources located outside the model domain are the remaining 944 

contribution (less than 3%) in these regions. These results show that surface BC concentrations 945 

cannot be inferred directly from the emission inventories in different regions of South Asia. 946 

 947 

We further examine the contributions of residential, industrial, transport and power generation 948 

sectors to total anthropogenic emissions as well as to the surface anthropogenic BC mass 949 

concentrations in North, West, East and South India, and Burma (Table 5). It is interesting to 950 

note that the contribution of BC emissions from different sectors to the total anthropogenic BC 951 

emissions as well as to the surface anthropogenic BC mass concentration are very similar in 952 

North, West, East and South India despite a significant contribution (up to 25%) of regional 953 

transport to surface total anthropogenic BC mass concentration in these regions (see Table 3). 954 

This is likely because of the fact that these geographical regions do not differ significantly in 955 
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terms of the relative contribution of different sectors to total anthropogenic BC emissions, and 962 

these relative contributions are maintained during transport of BC from one region to the other. 963 

 964 

In contrast, Burma is different from the Indian regions as contributions of different sectors to 965 

total anthropogenic BC emissions and to the surface anthropogenic BC mass concentrations are 966 

not similar. The percent contributions of different sectors to the surface anthropogenic BC mass 967 

concentrations in Burma are more similar to the Indian regions, i.e. the highest contribution is 968 

from the residential sector followed by the industrial and transport sectors. This is likely because 969 

of the fact that regional transport of BC from the Indian regions is the main source (71%) of 970 

surface anthropogenic BC mass concentrations in Burma (see Table 5) and anthropogenic BC 971 

emissions in India are much stronger compared to Burma (see Figure 1). These results show that 972 

it is important to account for the contribution of regional transport while relating surface BC 973 

concentrations to emissions but the relationship between surface BC concentrations and local 974 

emissions may be preserved if emissions in the source region are weaker compared to the 975 

receptor region and relative contributions of different sectors to total emissions are similar in the 976 

source and receptor regions.  977 

 978 

4. Summary 979 

This study implemented source, sector and region specific BC tracers in the WRF-Chem model 980 

to understand the differences in BC loadings between the Bay of Bengal and the Arabian Sea, 981 

and assess the relative importance of different BC sources in South Asia during March-May 982 

2006. The model reproduced the temporal and spatial variability of BC distribution observed 983 

during the ICARB ship-cruise. The average and standard deviation (representing the spatial and 984 
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temporal variability) in observed and modeled BC mass concentrations along the ship-track are 1001 

estimated as 755±734 ng m
-3

 and 561±667 ng m
-3

 respectively. Average modeled concentrations 1002 

at most of the inland stations were also found to fall within the range of observed values. The 1003 

model underestimates the observed BC mass concentrations but model observation discrepancy 1004 

in this study is found to be smaller compared to previous studies (Nair et al., 2012; Moorthy et 1005 

al., 2013). 1006 

 1007 

Analysis of BC tracers shows that the ICARB ship-track in the BoB was affected by 1008 

anthropogenic sources located in all parts of India with highest contributions from East (40%) 1009 

and South (24%) India. In contrast, the AS was affected mostly by sources in South India. We 1010 

find that elevated levels of BC in the BoB were due to a much stronger anthropogenic influence 1011 

(5 times greater) in the BoB than the AS. Biomass burning in Burma also affects the BoB much 1012 

more strongly than the AS. The features of the BC distribution deduced from ICARB ship 1013 

observations were found to be consistent with model results averaged over larger spatial area and 1014 

time period (18 March-11 May 2006) indicating that ICARB measurements were fairly well 1015 

representative of the BoB and the AS during the pre-monsoon season.  1016 

 1017 

Average modeled BC mass concentration in South Asia is estimated as 1341±2353 ng m
-3

 where 1018 

the high standard deviation reflects the large spatial and temporal variability. Analysis of BC 1019 

source tracers showed that anthropogenic emissions provided 60-95% of the total BC loading in 1020 

South Asia except in Burma where biomass burning played a major role during this period. 1021 

Biomass burning also contributed more than 20% to the BC in Nepal, eastern India and eastern 1022 

BoB. BC emissions from residential (61%) and industrial (23%) sectors are identified as major 1023 
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anthropogenic sources in South Asia except in the Himalayas where vehicular emissions 1037 

dominated. The transport emissions contribute up to 25% to surface BC mass concentrations in 1038 

western and eastern India. We showed that it is important to account for the contribution of 1039 

regional transport while relating surface BC concentrations to emissions in different regions of 1040 

South Asia but the relationship between surface BC concentrations and local emissions may be 1041 

preserved if emissions in the source region are weaker compared to the receptor region and/or 1042 

relative contributions of different sectors to total emissions are similar in the source and receptor 1043 

regions.  1044 

 1045 

This study was conducted for March-May 2006 limiting our ability to extrapolate the results to 1046 

other seasons or years. Kumar et al. (2015) simulated and analyzed BC seasonality for the year 1047 

2011. By comparing the March-May time period from the 2011 simulation with this current 1048 

study, we can get an idea whether source attribution varies substantially between these two 1049 

simulations. It should be noted that anthropogenic emissions in these two simulations are taken 1050 

from two different emission inventories, SEAC
4
RS + MACCity emissions, the 2006 (MACCity 1051 

shipping emissions and emissions due west of India) to 2012 (SEAC
4
RS emissions over rest of 1052 

the domain) time period, for the 2006 simulation and EDGAR-HTAP emissions, which are 1053 

appropriate for the 2010 time period,  for the 2011 simulation. (The EDGAR-HTAP inventory 1054 

was release after we conducted the 2006 simulation.) Therefore, differences in anthropogenic 1055 

emissions between the simulations do not represent temporal changes in anthropogenic 1056 

emissions appropriate for the two modeled years. However, the biomass burning emissions are 1057 

based on the Fire Inventory from NCAR (FINN) in both the simulations and thus difference 1058 

between the two simulations represents actual changes in the biomass burning emissions over 1059 
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this region between 2006 and 2011.  In comparing the emissions from the 2006 simulation to the 1079 

2011 simulation, the anthropogenic emissions changed from about 203 Gg to about 201 Gg, 1080 

while the biomass burning emissions changed from about 327 Gg to 285 Gg for the ICARB 1081 

period (18 March-11 May). The contribution of BC-ANT, BC-BB and BC-BDY to the total 1082 

surface BC concentrations in the 2011 simulation are estimated as 65%, 28% and 7% 1083 

respectively, while the corresponding contributions in the 2006 simulations are 60%, 37% and 1084 

3% respectively.  1085 

 1086 

This comparison shows that changes in the strength of emission sources can potentially affect the 1087 

source contribution analysis, but differences in meteorology between the two years can also play 1088 

a role. Thus, multi-year simulations accounting for temporal variability in the strength of 1089 

different emission sources and variability in meteorology must be conducted before these results 1090 

can be applied to design BC mitigation strategies in South Asia. The effects of seasonal change 1091 

in the strength of anthropogenic and biomass burning sources the source contribution analysis of 1092 

BC in South Asia are discussed in a follow-up paper (Kumar et al., 2015). Nevertheless, this 1093 

study illustrates the potential of integrating in situ observations with chemical transport modeling 1094 

to understand processes controlling the distribution and variability of BC, and infer the most 1095 

important sources of BC aerosol in a region.   1096 
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Figures Captions 1127 

Figure 1: Spatial distribution of anthropogenic BC emissions over the model domain. Different 1128 

regions from which BC emissions are tagged are shown with the Bay of Bengal and the Arabian 1129 

Sea. Yellow line represents the ICARB ship-track, with the number standing for day of Month: 1130 

Mr (March), Ap (April) and My (May). NI, WI, EI and SI represent North, West, East and South 1131 

India, respectively. 1132 

Figure 2: Time series of percentage difference between total simulated BC and sum of all the 1133 

BC tracers (BCtrac=BC-ANT+BC-BB+BC-BDY).  1134 

Figure 3: [a] WRF-Chem predicted and measured BC along the ICARB ship track during the 1135 

ICARB period. [b] Percentage contributions of BC-ANT, BC-BB and BC-BDY to modeled BC. 1136 

Figure 4: WRF-Chem predicted and observed latitudinal gradients in BC mass concentrations 1137 

along the ICARB ship-track in the Bay of Bengal and Arabian Sea regions. Horizontal bars 1138 

represents one sigma (standard deviation) variation in BC mass concentration averaged over a 1
o
 1139 

latitude bin.  1140 

Figure 5: Spatial distributions of [a] total BC and [e] total anthropogenic BC mass concentration 1141 

averaged over the ICARB period. Percentage contributions of BC-ANT [b], BC-BB [c], and BC-1142 

BDY to total BC, and BC-RES [f], BC-IND [g] and BC-TRA [h] to total anthropogenic BC. 1143 

Figure 6: Spatial distributions of anthropogenic BC emitted from North, West, East and South 1144 

India, Burma, and other regions during the ICARB period. White solid lines mark the 1145 

geographical boundaries of different regions.   1146 
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Table Captions 1147 

Table 1: WRF-Chem simulated BC mass concentration (mean ± standard deviation) averaged 1148 

over the period of 18 Mar to 11 May 2006, and observed range of average values during March – 1149 

May at nine inland stations located in the model domain. The observed BC values are taken from 1150 

the papers listed in the reference column.  1151 

Table 2: Parameterization used for selected atmospheric processes in WRF-Chem. 1152 

Table 3: Near surface mass concentration (ng m-3) of total anthropogenic BC (BC-ANT) and 1153 

different anthropogenic regional BC tracers during the ICARB period along the ship-track in the 1154 

AS and BoB, and over seven geogrpahical regions. Percentage contribution of each tracer to BC-1155 

ANT is also given in parenthesis. All numbers are rounded-off to the nearest whole number 1156 

value. Numbers in bold font represent the contribution of local sources to the anthropogenic BC 1157 

mass concentration of that region. BR and OT represent Burma and Other regions, respectively. 1158 

Table 4: : Average±standard deviation in mass concentration (ng m-3) of total BC, BC from 1159 

anthropogenic sources (BC-ANT), from biomass burning (BC-BB), from model domain 1160 

boundaries (BC-BDY), from residential (BC-RES), industrial (BC-IND), transportation (BC-1161 

TRA) and power generation (BC-POW) emissions averaged over South Asia (60
o
-100

o
E, 5

o
-1162 

37
o
N) during the ICARB period (March 18 – May 11). The standard deviation was calculated 1163 

from all the BC values in South Asia and thus represents the spatial variability of modeled 1164 

average BC values in South Asia. 1165 

Table 5: Percent contributions of residential (RES), industrial (IND), transport (TRA) and power 1166 

generation (POW) sectors to the total anthropogenic emissions and to the surface anthropogenic 1167 

BC mass concentrations in North (NI), West (WI), East (EI) and South India (SI), and Burma 1168 

(BR). 1169 
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Table 1: WRF-Chem simulated BC mass concentration (mean ± standard deviation) averaged over the period of 18 Mar to 11 May 1389 

2006, and observed range of average values during March – May at nine inland stations located in the model domain. The observed 1390 

BC values are taken from the papers listed in the reference column.  1391 

Site Name (Lat, Lon, Alt) Mean Observed 

range (March-May) 

WRF-Chem 

(18Mar – 11 May 2006) 

References 

Delhi (28.6
o
N, 77.2

o
E, 260 m) 8-12 µg m

-3
 6.7 ± 4.0 µg m

-3
 Beegum et al., (2009) 

Kanpur (26.4
o
N, 80.3

o
E, 142 m) 2-5 µg m

-3
 4.7 ± 2.7 µg m

-3
 Ram et al., (2010) 

Kharagpur (22.5
o
N, 87.5

o
E, 28 m) 2-5 µg m

-3
 3.7 ± 2.8 µg m

-3
 Beegum et al., (2009) 

Dibrugarh (27.3
o
N, 94.6

o
E, 111m) 5-10 µg m

-3
 3.7 ± 3.1 µg m

-3
 Pathak et al., (2010) 

Trivandrum (8.5
o
N, 76.9

o
E, 3m) 1.8-3 µg m

-3
 0.9±0.6 µg m

-3
 Beegum et al., (2009) 

Minicoy (8.3
o
N, 73.0

o
E, 1m) 0.065-0.22 µg m

-3
 0.24±0.15 µg m

-3
 Beegum et al., (2009) 

Port-Blair (11.6
o
N, 92.7

o
E, 60m) 1.3-1.8 µg m

-3
 0.7±0.8 µg m

-3
 Beegum et al., (2009) 

Nainital (29.4
o
N,79.5

o
E,1958 m) 0.8-1.5 µg m

-3
 1.2 ± 0.8 µg m

-3
 Beegum et al., (2009) 

Nagarkot (27.7
o
N,85.5

o
E,2150 m) 1.5 µg m

-3
 1.3 ± 1.1 µg m

-3
 Carrico et al., (2003) 

Lhasa (29.7
o
N, 91.1

o
E, 3663 m) 2-3 µg m

-3
 0.42 ± 0.25 µg m

-3
 Zhang et al., (2008) 

Langtang (28.1
o
N,85.6

o
E,3920 m) 0.5 µg m

-3
 0.8 ± 0.5 µg m

-3
 Carrico et al., (2003) 

NCO-P (28.0
o
N,86.8

o
E,5079 m) 0.2-0.4 µg m

-3
 0.46 ± 0.39 µg m

-3
 Bonasoni et al., (2010) 
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Table 2: Parameterization used for selected atmospheric processes in WRF-Chem. 1413 

Process Parameterization 

Cloud microphysics Morrison double moment (Morrison et al., 2009) 

Radiation RRTMG short- and long-wave (Iacono et al., 2008) 

Surface layer MM5 similarity scheme (Beljaars, 1994) 

Land surface model Noah land surface (Tewari et al., 2004) 

Planetary boundary layer Yonsei university scheme (Hong et al., 2006) 

Cumulus parameterization Grell-3D (Grell and Devenyi, 2002) 

Gas-phase chemistry MOZART (Emmons et al., 2010; Knote et al., 2014) 

Photolysis Fast Troposphere Ultraviolet Visible (Tie et al., 2005) 

Dry deposition Wesely (Wesely, 1989) 

Wet deposition  Neu and Prather (Neu and Prather, 2012) 

Biogenic emissions  MEGAN (Guenther et al., 2006) 

Dust emissions GOCART (Ginoux et al., 2001) 

  1414 
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Table 3: Near surface mass concentration (ng m
-3

) of total anthropogenic BC (BC-ANT) and 1415 

different anthropogenic regional BC tracers during the ICARB period along the ship-track in the 1416 

AS and BoB, and over seven geogrpahical regions. Percentage contribution of each tracer to BC-1417 

ANT is also given in parenthesis. All numbers are rounded-off to the nearest whole number 1418 

value. Numbers in bold font represent the contribution of local sources to the anthropogenic BC 1419 

mass concentration of that region. BR and OT represent Burma and Other regions, respectively.  1420 

Region BC-ANT
a
 BC-NI

a
 BC-WI

a
 BC-EI

a
 BC-SI

a
 BC-BR

a
 BC-OT

a
 

Along the ICARB ship-track 

AS 149±389 7±6 

(4%) 

20±18 

(14%) 

4±3 

(3%) 

107±377 

(72%) 

- 10±9 

(7%) 

BoB 761±668 

 

159±148 

(21%) 

98±61 

(13%) 

305±410 

(40%) 

182±23 

(24%) 

1±1 

(-) 

18±21 

(3%) 

Geographical Regions  

North India 1245±612 1145±592 

(92%) 

22±18 

(2%) 

54±48 

(4%) 

5±6 

(-) 

- 

 

20±5 

(2%) 

West India 1679±863 256±191 

(15%) 

1261±706 

(75%) 

89±81 

(5%) 

50±37 

(3%) 

- 

- 

22±7 

(1%) 

East India 2411±898 262±120 

(11%) 

99±40 

(4%) 

1853±868 

(77%) 

148±75 

(6%) 

31±18 

(1%) 

19±6 

(1) 

South India 1657±678 75±57 

(5%) 

195±98 

(12%) 

80±100 

(5%) 

1282±580 

(77%) 

- 25±7 

(1%) 

Burma 945±224 142±66 

(15%) 

76±31 

(8%) 

328±123 

(35%) 

97±40 

(10%) 

276±121 

(29%) 

26±20 

(3%) 
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(11%) 
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(32%) 

3±3 

(2%) 
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(35%) 

- 18±9 

(18%) 
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(20%) 
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a
Mean±Sigma (standard deviation) 1421 
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Table 4: Average±standard deviation in mass concentration (ng m-3) of total BC, BC from 1668 

anthropogenic sources (BC-ANT), from biomass burning (BC-BB), from model domain 1669 

boundaries (BC-BDY), from residential (BC-RES), industrial (BC-IND), transportation (BC-1670 

TRA) and power generation (BC-POW) emissions averaged over South Asia (60
o
-100

o
E, 5

o
-1671 

37
o
N) during the ICARB period (March 18 – May 11). The standard deviation was calculated 1672 

from all the BC values in South Asia and thus represents the spatial variability of modeled 1673 

average BC values in South Asia. 1674 

Total BC BC-ANT BC-BB BC-BDY BC-RES BC-IND BC-TRA BC-POW 

1341±2353 810±1179 497±1919 34±6 497±687 187±629 120±134 5±11 
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Table 5: Percent contributions of residential (RES), industrial (IND), transport (TRA) and power 1692 

generation (POW) sectors to the total anthropogenic emissions and to the surface anthropogenic 1693 

BC mass concentrations in North (NI), West (WI), East (EI) and South India (SI), and Burma 1694 

(BR).  1695 

Region Percent contribution to 

anthropogenic BC emissions 

 Percent contribution to surface 

anthropogenic BC mass concentration 

 RES IND TRA POW  RES IND TRA POW 

NI 62 23 14 1  62 22 15 1 

WI 56 33 11 1  55 33 12 1 

EI 70 19 10 1  68 20 11 1 

SI 64 23 12 1  61 26 12 1 

BR 79 3 18 1  69 17 14 1 

  1696 
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 1697 

Figure 1: Spatial distribution of anthropogenic BC emissions over the model domain. Different 1698 

regions from which BC emissions are tagged are shown with the Bay of Bengal and the Arabian 1699 

Sea. Yellow line represents the ICARB ship-track, with the number standing for day of Month: 1700 

Mr (March), Ap (April) and My (May). NI, WI, EI and SI represent North, West, East and South 1701 

India, respectively. 1702 
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 1704 

Figure 2: Time series of percentage difference between total simulated BC and sum of all the 1705 

BC tracers (BCtrac=BC-ANT+BC-BB+BC-BDY).  1706 
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1707 

 Figure 3: [a] WRF-Chem predicted and measured BC along the ICARB ship track during the 1708 

ICARB period. [b] Percentage contributions of BC-ANT, BC-BB and BC-BDY to modeled BC.  1709 
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 1711 

Figure 4: WRF-Chem predicted and observed latitudinal gradients in BC mass concentrations 1712 

along the ICARB ship-track in the Bay of Bengal and Arabian Sea regions. Horizontal bars 1713 

represents one sigma (standard deviation) variation in BC mass concentration averaged over a 1
o
 1714 

latitude bin.   1715 
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  1717 

Figure 5: Spatial distributions of [a] total BC and [e] total anthropogenic BC mass concentration 1718 

averaged over the ICARB period. Percentage contributions of BC-ANT [b], BC-BB [c], and BC-1719 

BDY to total BC, and BC-RES [f], BC-IND [g] and BC-TRA [h] to total anthropogenic BC. 1720 
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 1723 

  1724 

Figure 6: Spatial distributions of anthropogenic BC emitted from North, West, East and South 1725 

India, Burma, and other regions during the ICARB period. White solid lines mark the 1726 

geographical boundaries of different regions.  1727 
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